The Chaoyang Sports Center is the 2008 Olympics’ only designated track and field training facility. It is installed with TOA’s VM-2000 system.

Located to the southwest of Wukesong Culture & Sports Center, Wukesong Baseball Field, with the 12,000 square meters of building area, encompasses two playing diamonds and one training area, plus seating for 15,000 spectators. It is installed with TOA’s VX-2000 system.

A 24,000 square meter facility to be used for badminton and (rhythmic) gymnastics competitions offers 7,500 spectator seats. Installed with TOA’s VX-2000 system.

Beijing Shooting Range (CTF) is a 2,000 square meter facility set on a 45 hectare site. It is installed with three TOA VX-2000 systems, all connected via the NX-100 Network Audio Adapter.
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